Abstract--In this paper, we establish several sufficient conditions for the oscillation of solutions of second-order neutral functional differential equations with distributed deviating arguments, which generalize and improve some known results.
INTRODUCTION
In the last decades, the oscillatory behavior of solutions of second-order neutral equations are of both theoretical and practical interest. Some applicable examples can be found in the monograph of Hale [I] . We should also note that the behavior of solutions of neutral-type equations may be quite different than that of nonneutral equations, refer to the monograph of Bainov and Mishev [2] . There have been some results on the oscillatory and asymptotic behavior of secondorder neutral equations, refer to the monographs of Bainov and Mishev [2] and Erbe, Kong and Zhang [3] . We note that the main concern of the past research has been discrete delay. However, in many areas of their actual application, models describing these problems are often effected by such factors as seasonal changes. Therefore, it is necessary, either theoretically or practically, to study a type of equations in a more general sense--differential equations with distributed deviating arguments. Several papers concerning neutral functional differential equations with distributed deviating arguments have appeared recently, refer to [4] [5] [6] [7] and their references cited therein.
In this paper, we consider the oscillation behavior of solutions of the second-order neutral differential equations of the form
where T > 0 is a constant.
Supported by the NNSF of P.R. China and NSF of Hebei Province of P.1%. China (A2004000089). We restrict our attention to solutions x(t) of equation (1) which exist on some half-line and nontrivial for all large t. It is tacitly assumed that such solutions exist.
As is customary, a solution x(t) of equation (1) 
and obtained the following results.
then every solution of equation (2) is oscillatory.
THEOREM B. If there exist rig(t, a) and ~(t) E
¢2 (s) ] 4~ (s) g, (s, a) ds = co,
We assume throughout this paper that the following conditions hold: (1) is a Stieltjes one.
To obtain the oscillatory criteria of solutions of equation (1), we first give the following lemma.
LEMMA 1. If x(t) is an eventually positive solution of equation (1), and y (t) = = (t) + c (t) ~ (t -~),
then there exists a tl >_ to such that
and y'(t) >_0,
PROOF. Let x(t) be an eventually positive solution of equation (1) 
From (5), we have y(t) > O, t >_ tl, and from (1), we have [a(t)y'(t)]' <_ O, t >__ tl.

Next, we prove y'(t) >_ O, t > tl. In fact, if there is a t2 _> t~ with y'(t2) < 0, then by [a(t)y'(t)]' <_ O, integrating from t2 to t, we have a(t)y'(t) <_ a(tz)y'(t2) < O, t >_ tz, then y~ (t) < a(t2:(Y~) (t2) , t > t2.
Integrating the above inequality from t 3 to t, t > t3 >_ t2, we have t 1 y (t) _< y (t3) + a (t2) ~ (t2) a-~ ds,
therefore, from the condition of (Hi), we have limt--.~ y(t) = -0% this contradicts y(t) > O, t _> ti. This completes the proof of Lemma 1.
MAIN RESULTS
Now, we give the main results of this paper.
THEOREM 1. Assume that there exist dg(t,a) and functions H(t, s) E C'(D; R), h(t, s) E C(D0; I~), and p(t) e C'([to, oc), (0, co)), such that (I) H(t, t) = O, H(t, s) > O; (II) Hi(t , s) < 0, and -Hi(t, s) -H(t, s)(/(s)/p(s)) = h(t, s)x/H((t, s). If
then every solution of equation (1) is oscillatory.
PROOF. Assume that there exists a nonoscillatory solution x(t) of equation (1) Thus, from (1) and (5), we have
a(t)y'(t)]'+ p(t,~){y[g(t,~)]-c[g(t,~)]z[g(t,Q-~-]} da(().
(9)
From Lemma 1, and using y
(t) > x(t), t > Q, we get y[g(t, ~)] > y[g(t, ~) -T] >_ x[g(t, ~) -~],
thus, b 
[a (t) y' (t)]' + f~ p (t, ~) {l -~ b (t, ~)]} u [9 (t, ~)] do (~) < 0. (i0)
Integrating by parts for any t > T > tl, and using Properties (I) and (II), we have
s) dz (s) + H (t, s) -~-(-~z (s) ds -T H (t, s) a [g (s, a)] p (s) z 2 (s) ds iT [OH+p'(s)l iT g'(s,a) =H(t,T) z(T)+ H(t,s) z(s) ds-H(t,s)
z2(s) ds (14) L 0s p (s) J ~ [g (s,
a)] p (s) = H (t, T) z (T) -h (t, s) X/~ (t, s)z (s) ds -H (t, s) g' (s, a) 2 2
ST [ IH(t,s)g'(s,a) ~a[g(s'a)]p(s)h(t's). 1 ds
= + 24 ,,a) ST a [g (s, a)] p (s) h 2 (t, s) + 4g' (s, a) ds.
Furthermore, we have k It(t,s)p(s) p(s,~){1-e[g(s,()t}da(()-a[g(s'a)lp(s)h2(t's) ds 4g' (s, a)
2 Sj r i_,< (,:, ,i ,,, 
~a[g(s,a)]h(t,s)] ds.
<H(t,T) z(T)-
[g-~[g (s~] p ~-~ z (s) +
2x/g,(s,a)
From (II), H~s(t,s) <_ O, for t~ >_ to, we have H(t,t 0 < H(t, to), and instead oft in (15) with tl, we have it H(t,s)p(s) p(s,~)O-c[g(~,~)]) e~(~)-
) j _< H (t, tl) z (tl) -H (t, tl) z (Q) < H (t, to) z (tl) , which implies that
H(t, to) It(t,s)p(s) p(s,() {1 -e[g(s,~)]} d~(~)-a[g(s'a)]p(s)h2(t's)" @' (s, a) ds -g(t, to) + i t f b a[g(s'a)]p(s)h2(t's)! ds
~11 H (t , s). . f b _< z(tl)+ ~p(s) p (s, e) {i -c [g (s, e)] } do(e ) ds <_Z(tl) + p(s) p(s,~){l-e[g(s,~)]} ao(~) ds.
Letting t --* ec, and taking upper limits, we have 1 lim sup
t-~ S (t, to)
/: ] fro H(t,s) p(s) p(s,~){1-cig(s,~)]}&r(~) -a[9(s'a)]p(s)h2(t's) ds
where M is a constant, which contradicts (8). This completes the proof of Theorem 1.
From Theorem 1, we can obtain the following corollary.
COROLLARY 1. If condition (8) of Theorem 1 is replaced by fl f limsuPH(t, to)t~ H(t,s)p(s)
p(s,~) {1-e[g (s,~)] } dcr (~) ds = e~,(18)lim sup 1 f a [g (s, a)l p (s) h 2 (t, s) ds < (19) co,
t-~ H (t, to) Jto g, (s, a)
then every solution of equation (1) 
it is easily known that Conditions of (I) and (II) hold, then, from Theorem 1 and Corollary i, we have the following. , (s, a) ,
~ -t -(t -s) p (s) J (t -s)"-~ ds = oo,
then every solution of equation (1) is oscillatory. COROLLARY 
that P. WANG
Assume that there exist ~g(t,a) and function p(t) e
t--~oo -g' (s, a) m -1 -(t -s) P (s) J then every solution of equation (1) is oscillatory.
EXAMPLE. Consider the following equation: (1) is oscillatory.
in which a(t) = 1/t, c(t) = 1-e -t, p(t,~) = e t+2¢, 9(t,~)
t-~o~ ~ (t-s)m-1 p(s,~){1-c[g(s,4)]} d~(~) ds=oo,(24)1 fla [9 (s, a)] (m -1) 2 (t -s) "~-3 ds < co,(25)
Let
A(t) = ~(s) ds, t > to, and choosing H(t, s) = (Aft) -A(s))~(t), in which A > 1 is a constant, then [ -(A(t) -A (s))
h(t,s)=(A(t)-A(s)) x/2-1 ~(s)
thus, from Corollary 1, we have the following.
COROLLARY 5. Assume that there exist ~tg(t, a) and a function p(t) E
C'([t0, oo), (0, oo)) such that t b limsuPt__.~ A-~' (t) ~to (A (t) -A (s)) ~ p (s) f~ p (s, [) {1 -e [g (s, [)]} dcr ([) ds = oz, (26) p (s)(27)
HimsupA-X(t)fta[g(-s'a)]p-(s)(A(t)-A(s)) ~-2 -(A(t)-A(s))-~-(~ ds<~,
" t--,~ Jto
9' (s, a)
COROLLARY 6. Assume that d g(t,a) exists and
; limsup ~-~ ~(t-s) p(s,~){1-c[g(s,~)]}da([)-a[g(s'a)](7~'(t-s))2 (28) t--,¢~ 4~ (t -s) g' (s, a) ds = oo,
-.~ H(t, to) Jto atg(u,a)]p(s) ~+(u) du=°%
u>to then every solution of equation (1) is oscillatory. PROOF. Assume that there exists a nonoscillatory solution x(t) of equation (1) 
and from (43), we have lira v (t~) = ec. 
